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Abstract
We study supersymmetric extension of the Einstein-aether gravitational model
where local Lorentz invariance is broken down to the subgroup of spatial rotations
by a vacuum expectation value of a timelike vector field. By restricting to the level of
linear perturbations around Lorentz-violating vacuum and using the superfield formal-
ism we construct the most general action invariant under the linearized supergravity
transformations. We show that, unlike its non-supersymmetric counterpart, the model
contains only a single free dimensionless parameter, besides the usual dimensionful
gravitational coupling. This makes the model highly predictive. An analysis of the
spectrum of physical excitations reveal superluminal velocity of gravitons. The latter
property leads to the extension of the gravitational multiplet by additional fermionic
and bosonic states with helicities ±3/2 and ±1. We outline the observational con-
straints on the model following from its low-energy phenomenology.
1 Introduction
The possibility to modify the laws of gravity has been the subject of an intensive theoretical
research during recent decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], see [9] for review. This study has
several motivations. First, it aims at solving the problems faced by the Einstein’s theory of
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general relativity (GR) at very short distances, where it loses the predictive power because
of non-renormalizability, as well as at very long — cosmological — scales where the standard
paradigm leads to the cosmological constant problem. Second, phenomenological models of
modified gravity can be used as proxies in the analysis of experimental data to put constraints
on deviations from GR at various scales within a consistent framework. The third motivation
is a deeper theoretical understanding of the principles underlying GR and the consequences
implied by relaxing or replacing some of these principles.
An interesting class of modified gravity models involves violation of the local Lorentz
invariance. The possibility of such violation is often attributed to the effects of quantum
gravity, see [10, 11] and references therein. In particular, it has been suggested by P. Horˇava
[12] that the quantum theory of gravity can be rendered perturbatively renormalizable by
abandoning Lorentz invariance as a fundamental symmetry at high energies. The rigorous
proof of renormalizability in a version of this proposal has been given recently in [13]. In
this framework some amount of Lorentz symmetry breaking persists at all scales and at low
energies the theory reduces to GR coupled to a scalar field with non-zero timelike gradient
describing a preferred foliation of the spacetime [14].
Horˇava gravity is closely related [15, 16] to the so-called Einstein-aether model [17, 18]
where the effects of the dynamical preferred frame are encoded by a vector field um (“aether”)
constrained to have unit norm,1
umu
m = −1 . (1)
In the formal language, this vector belongs to the coset SO(3, 1)/SO(3) of the Lorentz group
over the group of spatial rotations around the direction of um that remain unbroken. This
construction is similar to the sigma-model description of non-linearly realized simmetries
in particle physics. The most general action for the aether interacting with gravity and
containing up to two derivatives reads,
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g[R−Kmnsr∇mus∇nur + λ(umum + 1)] , (2)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint (1) and
Kmnsr ≡ c1gmngsr + c2δms δnr + c3δmr δns − c4umungsr . (3)
The theory contains four dimensionless parameters ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. When the constraint
(1) is solved explicitly and the action is written in terms of independent components of um,
1We use Latin letters from the middle of the alphabet for spacetime tensor indices; Latin letters from the
beginning of the alphabet will be used for indices in the local Lorentz frame and Greek letters will be used
for spinor indices. The signature of the metric is (−,+,+,+).
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it contains non-linear derivative self-interactions of these components. This restricts the
domain of validity of the model to energies below M∗ ≡ κ−1
√
c, where c is the character-
istic value of the couplings ci. At higher energies the model becomes strongly coupled and
requires an ultraviolet (UV) completion. By analogy with sigma-models, the scale M∗ can
be identified with the scale of the Lorentz symmetry breaking2, the product (κM∗)2 = c
controlling the strength of Lorentz violating effects in gravity. Phenomenology of this model
has been extensively studied resulting in constraints on the couplings ci [19, 20, 18, 21, 22],
see [23] for review. Recently, it was proposed to use Horˇava gravity and Einstein-aether
models for holographic description of strongly coupled non-relativistic systems [24, 25].
It has long been envisaged that an important role at high energies can be played by
supersymmetry (SUSY). In particle physics SUSY is usually considered as an extension of
the Poincare´ group. However, as pointed out in [26], the SUSY algebra reduced by removing
the boost generators closes on itself. In other words, SUSY does not necessarily require
Lorentz invariance. Conversely, a general non-relativistic SUSY consisting of space- and
time-translations, spatial rotations and supercharges in the spinor representation of SO(3)
is equivalent to the standard SUSY algebra without boosts [27]. Remarkably, SUSY enforces
emergence of Lorentz symmetry at low energies in the Standard Model, even if the high-
energy theory is not Lorentz invariant [26, 27]. This can explain the exquisite precision with
which Lorentz invariance is satisfied in particle physics3 [10, 28, 11].
It is natural to ask whether the local generalization of SUSY leading to the theory of
supergravity (SUGRA) is also compatible with the existence of a preferred frame. Clearly,
as in the case of ordinary gravity, this frame must be dynamical. The first step in answering
this question was made in Ref. [27] which has constructed the supersymmetric extension of
the aether model in flat spacetime. In the superspace formalism, the aether is promoted to
a chiral vector superfield U c,
D¯α˙U
c = 0 , (4)
where D¯α˙ is the superspace covariant derivative
4. The superfield obeys a constraint similar
to (1),
UcU
c = −1 , (5)
2It is worth stressing that, unlike the case of the usual spontaneous symmetry breaking, Lorentz invariance
need not be restored above M∗. On the contrary, violation of Lorentz invariance can become increasingly
more important at high energies, as it happens in Horˇava gravity.
3Soft breaking of SUSY with superpartner masses parametrically below the scale of Lorentz violation
preserves the suppression of Lorentz-violating effects in the Standard Model [26, 27].
4We use the notations and conventions of [29] for the objects related to the spinor algebra and superspace
geometry.
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which forces it to develop a c-number vacuum expectation value (VEV) breaking the Lorentz
symmetry. As a consequence, the latter is realized non-linearly on the perturbations around
the vacuum. On the other hand, SUSY is unbroken by the VEV of Uc and remains linearly
realized5. At the component level the theory describes a complex vector — complexified
aether — and its superpartner — “aetherino”.
Upon an eventual soft SUSY breaking aetherino and the imaginary part of the aether
acquire masses, whereas the action for the real part reduces to the flat-spacetime limit of (2)
with a special choice of the couplings ci. It turns out that only the coupling c1 can be chosen
arbitrarily, whereas the coefficients in front of the other terms in the aether Lagrangian must
satisfy,6
c2 + c3 = c4 = 0 . (6)
The analysis of [27] was insufficient to decide whether SUSY constrains the parameters c2 and
c3 separately as in flat spacetime only their sum appears in the Lagrangian, the corresponding
terms being different by a total derivative.
The purpose of the present paper is to couple the super-aether theory of [27] to SUGRA
and analyze the uniqueness of this construction. We will work in the superfield formalism.
The chirality constraint that we want to impose on the aether superfield forces us to use the
non-minimal off-shell formulation of SUGRA [32, 33]. To see this, recall the general form of
the anti-commutator of two spinor derivatives acting on a vector superfield [29],
{D¯α˙, D¯β˙}U c = −T bα˙β˙ DbU c − T
γ
α˙β˙
DγU c − T γ˙α˙β˙ D¯γ˙U c + U bR
c
α˙β˙b
, (7)
where T CAB and R
D
ABC are respectively torsion and curvature in the superspace
7. In the
minimal SUGRA all components of the torsion appearing in (7) vanish, whereas Rα˙β˙bc is
in general non-zero [29]. This implies that the chirality constraint cannot be imposed in
a covariant way as it is incompatible with (7). On the other hand, in the non-minimal
formulation the supercovariant derivatives can be chosen such that [34, 35]
T b
α˙β˙
= T γ
α˙β˙
= R c
α˙β˙b
= 0 (8)
and therefore the covariant chirality constraint
D¯α˙U c = 0 (9)
5This is different from the setup considered in the context of supersymmetric effective theory of infla-
tion [30, 31] where not only the Lorentz group, but also SUSY is realized non-linearly.
6Soft SUSY breaking introduces corrections to these relations suppressed by the SUSY breaking scale.
7Capital Latin letters A,B, . . . are used for the general superspace indices.
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is consistent with (7).
In this work we focus on coupling super-aether to SUGRA at the linearized level; the
full non-linear case will be treated elsewhere [36]. Restriction to the linearized theory allows
to use the familiar formalism of global superspace with the super-diffeomorphisms being
encoded simply as a set of linear gauge transformations acting on the fields. This allows a
transparent construction of the most general Lagrangian compatible with the desired sym-
metries.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we review the formalism of linearized non-
minimal SUGRA. While most of the material in this section is standard, we present a
somewhat detailed derivation of various relations that are used in the rest of the paper
in order to keep the article self-contained. In Sec. 3 we introduce breaking of Lorentz
invariance and the linearized aether superfield. We classify all inequivalent terms in the
quadratic Lagrangian, derive their transformation laws under super-diffeomorphisms and
find the most general invariant superfield action. In Sec. 4 we present the bosonic part of the
action in components and discuss the physical implications of the model. Sec. 5 is devoted
to conclusions. Appendices contain technical details.
2 Linearized non-minimal supergravity
2.1 Field content
We follow [37, 38]. The basic ingredient of the linearized SUGRA is a real vector superfield
Hm transforming as
8
δHαα˙ = D¯α˙Lα −DαL¯α˙ (10)
under the linearized super-diffeomorphisms parameterized by the spinor superfield Lα. To
understand the physical content of Hm let us decompose it in components [39],
cm = Hm
∣∣ , χαββ˙ = DαHββ˙∣∣ , am = −14D2Hm∣∣ , (11a)
emn = −∆mHn
∣∣ , ψmα = i16 σ¯mβ˙βD¯2DβHαβ˙∣∣ , dm = 132{D2, D¯2}Hm∣∣ , (11b)
where the vertical line denotes evaluation at θ = θ¯ = 0, and
∆mHn ≡ 1
4
σ¯α˙αm [D¯α˙, Dα]Hn . (12)
8Throughout the text Dα, D¯α˙ denote the covariant derivatives of the flat superspace preserving the global
SUSY. They should not be confused with the derivatives covariant under local SUSY transformations that
are denoted by Dα, D¯α˙.
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We see that the multiplet contains a spin-2 field emn that is identified with the perturbation
of the tetrad, as well as the spin-3/2 field ψmα describing gravitino. Introducing also the
components of the gauge parameter Lα,
ξm = iσ¯mα˙αD¯α˙Lα
∣∣ , εα = −1
4
D¯2Lα
∣∣ , ζmα = iσ¯mβ˙βDαD¯β˙Lβ∣∣ , (13a)
λ βα = −
1
4
DαD¯
2Lβ
∣∣ , κm = − i
4
σmαα˙D
2D¯α˙Lα
∣∣ , ρα = 1
16
D2D¯2Lα
∣∣ , (13b)
one obtains from (10) the following transformation laws:
δcm = − Im ξm , δχαββ˙ =
i
2
σmββ˙ζ
m
α + 2αβ ε¯β˙ , δam =
i
2
κm , (14a)
δemn = ∂m Re ξn + (σmn)
αβλαβ − (σ¯mn)α˙β˙λ¯α˙β˙ +
1
2
ηmn(λ
α
α − λ¯ α˙α˙ ) , (14b)
δψmα = ∂
mεα − i
2
σm
αβ˙
ρ¯β˙ , δdm = −1
2
 Im ξm +
[ i
4
(σnσ¯m)αγ∂nλ
αγ + h.c.
]
. (14c)
It follows from (14a) that the imaginary part of ξm and the components ζ
m
α , κm can be
chosen to impose the Wess–Zumino gauge,
cm = χαββ˙ = am = 0 . (15)
The remaining transformations contain infinitesimal diffeomorphisms with the parameter
Re ξm, local Lorentz transformations parameterized by the symmetric part of λαβ and local
SUSY corresponding to εα. The trace part λ
α
α and the spinor ρα give rise to extra symme-
tries: Weyl invariance and superconformal transformations. The latter symmetries are not
generally present in SUGRA. They are removed by introducing a compensator.
In the minimal linearized SUGRA the compensator is chosen to be a chiral scalar super-
field. However, as discussed in the Introduction, the minimal formulation does not admit a
coupling to the super-aether theory. The next-to-simplest choice of the compensator, which
leads to the non-minimal formulation, is a linear superfield Γ,
D¯2Γ = 0 . (16)
It transforms under the super-diffeomorphisms as
δΓ = − n+ 1
4(3n+ 1)
D¯2DαLα +
1
4
D¯α˙D2L¯α˙ , (17)
where n 6= −1
3
, 0 is a real parameter enumerating inequivalent versions of the non-minimal
SUGRA. The transformation of the two lowest components of Γ,
γ = Γ
∣∣ , ω¯α˙ = D¯α˙Γ∣∣ , (18)
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has the form,
δγ =
n+ 1
3n+ 1
∂mξm − n+ 1
3n+ 1
λαα − λ¯α˙α˙ , δω¯α˙ = 4ρ¯α˙ . (19)
Hence, they can be used to fix the Weyl and superconformal transformations by imposing
the gauge,
γ =
n+ 1
3n+ 1
emm , ω¯α˙ = 0 . (20)
The action of the linearized non-minimal SUGRA reads [38],
SSG =
1
κ2
∫
d4xd4θ
[
1
4
(
(∂kHm)
2 − (∆kHm)2
)
+
n+ 1
2n
(∂mH
m)2 +
n+ 1
2
(∆mH
m)2
− i3n+ 1
2n
∂mH
m
(
Γ− Γ¯)+ 3n+ 1
2
∆mH
m
(
Γ + Γ¯
)
+
9n2 − 1
8n
(Γ2 + Γ¯2) +
(3n+ 1)2
4n
ΓΓ¯
]
.
(21)
It is straightforward to verify that it is invariant under the transformations (10), (17). The
above expressions simplify considerably for the choice n = −1. However, we are not going
to restrict to this case as we want to study the most general coupling of the super-aether to
gravity.
2.2 Covariant derivatives and connections
In what follows we will need the form of the transformation of vector superfields under the
superspace diffeomorphisms, as well as the expressions for the superspace connection. In
principle, they can be obtained by linearizing the expressions given in [37, 38] for the general
non-linear case. However, we prefer a different route and derive them directly within the
linearized SUGRA. We start with the transformations of a general scalar superfield9 [39],
δΨ = −1
4
(D¯2Lα)DαΨ− 1
4
(D2L¯α˙)D¯
α˙Ψ +
i
2
(D¯α˙Lα +DαL¯α˙) ∂αα˙Ψ ≡ OˆΨ , (22)
where the last equality defines the action of the differential operator Oˆ on superfields. Co-
variant derivatives of Ψ must transform in the same way, up to a local Lorentz rotation,
δ(DαΨ) = OˆDαΨ + (DβΨ)Mβα , (23a)
δ(D¯α˙Ψ) = OˆD¯α˙Ψ + (D¯β˙Ψ)M β˙ α˙ , (23b)
δ(DaΨ) = OˆDaΨ + (DbΨ)Mba , (23c)
9We choose the representation of the super-diffeos that preserves real superfields.
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where the rotation matrices Mβα, Mβ˙α˙ and Mba satisfy the structural relations of SL(2),
Mαβ = Mβα , Mα˙β˙ = −(Mαβ)∗ , Mab =
1
2
σ¯α˙αa σ¯
β˙β
b (α˙β˙Mαβ − αβMα˙β˙) . (24)
By replacing the derivatives of Ψ in the formulas (23) with general superfields carrying spinor
or vector indices we will obtain the transformations laws for the latter. We still need to find
the expressions for the matrices Mαβ etc. in terms of the gauge parameter Lα. To this end
recall that the covariant derivative of a scalar is given by
DAΨ = E MA ∂MΨ , (25)
where A, M denote general — vector or spinor — indices and E MA is the superspace vielbein.
At linear order the latter can be written as,
E MA = e
M
A − I BA e MB , (26)
where e MA is the vielbein of the flat superspace and the tensor I
B
A is linear in the SUGRA
fields10 Hb, Γ. Inserting (25) into (23a) we find
Mαβ =
1
4
DαD¯
2Lβ +
1
8
αβDγD¯
2Lγ . (27)
Using the last relation in (24) we obtain the rotation matrix for Lorentz vectors,
Mab =
1
4
(σab)
α
β DαD¯
2Lβ +
1
4
(σ¯ab)
α˙
β˙
D¯β˙D2L¯α˙ . (28)
Equation (23a) determines also the transformation properties of the vielbein components
I βα , Iαβ˙, I
b
a . The unique combinations of the fields Hb, Γ with these properties are,
I βα = −δβα
1
2
Γ¯′ , Iαβ˙ = 0 , I
b
α = −iDαHb , (29)
where
Γ¯′ = −(3n+ 1)(n− 1)
4n
Γ¯−(3n+ 1)(n+ 1)
4n
Γ−(n+ 1)
2
8n
D¯α˙DαHαα˙+
n2 − 1
8n
DαD¯α˙Hαα˙ . (30)
Thus, the spinor covariant derivative of a scalar field takes the form,
DαΨ =
(
1 +
Γ¯′
2
)
DαΨ + iDαH
b∂bΨ . (31)
10At the linearized level we do not distinguish the spacetime and Lorentz indices whenever it does not
lead to confusion.
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The expression for D¯α˙Ψ is obtained by complex conjugation.
For a superfield with spinor or vector indices the covariant derivatives should be supple-
mented with a connection term,
DαΨB =
(
1 +
Γ¯′
2
)
DαΨ
B + iDαH
b∂bΨ
B + (−1)|B|ΨCΦ BαC , (32a)
D¯α˙ΨB =
(
1 +
Γ′
2
)
D¯α˙Ψ
B − iD¯α˙Hb∂bΨB + (−1)|B|ΨCΦ Bα˙C , (32b)
where11
|B| =
0, for B = b1, for B = β or β˙
Requiring that the covariant derivatives transform in the appropriate representations of
SL(2) fixes the transformations of the connection components,
δΦ BαC = −DαM BC , δΦ Bα˙C = −D¯α˙M BC . (33)
However, these conditions are not sufficient to unambiguously determine the form of the
connections in terms of the fields Hb, Γ: one has to also take into account the constraints
on the superspace torsion imposed in the off-shell SUGRA formulation. This analysis is
performed in Appendix A and yields the result,
Φαβγ = −1
2
(
αβDγΓ¯ + αγDβΓ¯
)
, (34a)
Φα˙βγ = −1
8
(
D¯2DβHγα˙ + D¯
2DγHβα˙
)
. (34b)
Note that these formulas do not depend on the parameter n. It is straightforward to check
that they satisfy (33). The connection components for the conjugate spinors and vectors are
obtained from (34) using the relations analogous to (24). In particular, we have
Φα˙bc = −1
4
(σbc)
β
α D¯
2DαHβα˙ − (σ¯bc)β˙ α˙D¯β˙Γ . (35)
This expression will be used in the next section. Finally, we will not need the connec-
tions Φ CaB entering the covariant derivatives with vector indices, so we do not present their
derivation.
11Following [29], we assume that the fields carrying even (odd) number of spinor indices take commuting
(anti-commuting) values.
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3 Breaking Lorentz invariance
3.1 Perturbations of super-aether
We now want to generalize the linearized SUGRA to the case when Lorentz invariance is
broken down to the SO(3) subgroup of spatial rotations by a vacuum expectation value
(VEV) of a timelike vector field. To this end, we introduce [27] a chiral vector superfield Ua
obeying the constraint (5). As a consequence of this constraint, the field develops a c-number
VEV wa satisfying the relations,
Rewa Rew
a − Imwa Imwa = −1 , Rewa Imwa = 0 .
They imply that Imwa is always spacelike and thus, unless Imwa = 0, the vacuum breaks
both Lorentz and rotational symmetries. In this paper we are interested in quadratic theory
around a rotationally invariant vacuum, so we focus on the case of real wa. Then there is a
preferred Lorentz frame where wa has the form,
wa = (1, 0, 0, 0) . (36)
It is important to stress that, despite the breaking of Lorentz invariance, SUSY is preserved
as it corresponds to translations in the superspace that leave the aether VEV invariant
[26, 27].
Next, we expand the super-aether field about its VEV,
Ua = wa + V a . (37)
The constraint (5) expanded to linear order translates into
waV
a = 0 , (38)
whereas the chirality condition reads,
D¯α˙V
c = −wbΦα˙bc . (39)
Here we expanded the covariant derivative (32b) to linear order both in aether perturbations
and SUGRA fields. Note that the explicit form of the connection (35) implies that it is chiral
and hence the aether perturbation V c is linear, D¯2V c = 0. Under local super-diffeomorphisms
the aether perturbations transform non-linearly,
δV a = wbM ab , (40)
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where M ab is the matrix of Lorentz rotations (28).
Our goal is to find the most general superfield action quadratic in the fields V a, Ha, Γ
and invariant under the transformations12 (10), (17), (40).
3.2 Possible terms in the Lagrangian
First we notice that the only possible term in the superpotential is the term enforcing the
constraint (38) by means of a chiral Lagrange multiplier Λ (cf. [27]),
Lconstr =
∫
d2θ ΛwaV
a + h.c. . (41)
The combination waV
a is chiral due to the relation (39) and anti-symmetry of the connection
coefficient Φα˙bc in the last two indices. No other chiral combination can be constructed from
V a and the SUGRA fields without using the spinor derivatives D¯α˙. On the other hand, the
terms in the superpotential that involve D¯α˙ can be equivalently written as contributions to
the Ka¨hler potential. For example,∫
d2θ D¯α˙ΓD¯
α˙Γ ' −2
∫
d2θd2θ¯ Γ2 ,
and similarly for other contributions. Here the sign ' means ‘equal up to a total derivative’.
Thus, it is enough to consider the Ka¨hler potential only.
By analogy with (2), we search for the action in the form
S =
1
κ2
∫
d4x
∫
d2θd2θ¯ L ,
where the gravitational coupling has the mass dimension [κ2] = −2. All other parameters
in the Lagrangian are assumed to be dimensionless. This implies that the superspace La-
grangian L must be constructed from terms with zero mass dimension. The dimensions of
the object at our disposal are
[Ha] = −1 , [wa] = [V a] = [Γ] = 0 , [Dα] = [D¯α˙] = 1/2 , [∂a] = [∆a] = 1 . (42)
Once the aether VEV wa is included as the spurion to compensate for the breaking of
the Lorentz symmetry, the Lagrangian becomes a scalar with respect to global Lorentz
12It is worth noting that this action cannot be found simply by a linear gauging of the super-aether action
of [27]. Such gauging would produce terms at most linear in SUGRA fields, whereas the presence of non-zero
aether VEV wa gives rise to new contributions quadratic in Hb and Γ, see below.
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transformations. Besides, the Lagrangian must be real. We now proceed to the classification
of possible terms in the quadratic Lagrangian.
Operators quadratic in V a. We have a single operator in this class,
VaV¯
a . (43)
The combination VaV
a and its complex conjugate can be rewritten purely in terms of the
SUGRA fields Ha and Γ using the relation (39). Indeed,∫
d2θd2θ¯ VaV
a ' −1
4
∫
d2θD¯2(VaV
a) = −1
2
∫
d2θ wbwcΦα˙baΦ
α˙ a
c .
As discussed above, the expression on the r.h.s. can be cast in the form of a contribution
into the Ka¨hler potential.
Operators linear in V a. In total, there are four independent combinations,
waV b∂aHb , w
aV b∂bHa , w
aV b∂cHdabcd , V
aD2Ha , (44)
plus their complex conjugate. Here abcd is the totally antisymmetric tensor in the four-
dimensional spacetime. From all other terms the aether perturbation can be eliminated by
performing integration by parts and using (39). For example,
V aD¯2Ha ' (D¯2V a)Ha = 0 ,
waV b∆aHb = w
aV b
(
− i∂a + 1
2
σ¯α˙αa D¯α˙Dα
)
Hb ' −iwaV b∂aHb + 1
2
σ¯α˙αa w
awcΦ bα˙c DαHb ,
and so on.
Operators without V a. This is the most numerous group of terms, so it is conve-
nient to further subdivide it according to the number of insertions of the spurion wa. It is
straightforward to see that the maximal number of insertions is 4. Thus, we have:
4 insertions of wa. There is a single independent operator,
wawbwcwd∂aHb∂cHd . (45)
Two other possible operators would be
wawbwcwd∂aHb∆cHd w
awbwcwd∆aHb∆cHd .
However, the first of them is a total derivative, see Eq. (95a) in Appendix B.1, whereas the
second is expressed in terms of (45) and contributions with fewer insertions of wa due to the
relation (95d).
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3 insertions of wa. This group is actually empty. The operators that can be written
using three wa-insertions are
wawbwc∂aHbD
2Hc , w
awbwc∆aHbD
2Hc
and their complex conjugate. However, they vanish upon integration over the superspace,
see Eq. (95b).
2 insertions of wa. There are in total 12 independent operators that we choose as follows,
wawb∂aHb∂cH
c , wawb∂aHc∂bH
c , wawb∂cHa∂
cHb , (46a)
wawb∆aHb∆cH
c , wawb∆cHa∆
cHb , (46b)
wawb∂aHb∆cH
c , wawb∂cH
c∆aHb , (46c)
wawbacde∂
cHd∆bH
e , (46d)
wawb∂aHbΓ , w
awb∂aHbΓ¯ , w
awb∆aHbΓ , w
awb∆aHbΓ¯ . (46e)
Other operators that can be written using two wa insertions are
wawb∆aHc∆bH
c , wawb∆aHc∆
cHb , (47a)
wawb∂aHc∆bH
c , wawb∂cHa∆
cHb , w
awbacde∂bH
c∂dHe , (47b)
wawbacde∆bH
c∆dHe , wawbacde∆
cHb∆
dHe , (47c)
wawbacde∂
cHb∆
dHe , wawbacde∂bH
c∆dHe , (47d)
wawbD2HaD¯
2Hb . (47e)
Using the identities from Appendix B.1 one shows that the contributions of the latter opera-
tors into the Lagrangian are degenerate with the operators (46): for the two operators (47a)
this is due to the relations (95e) and (95f); the terms (47b) vanish upon integration; the op-
erators (47c) and (47d) are eliminated using (95g) — (95j); the operator (47e) is eliminated
due to (95c).
1 insertion of wa. There are 2 terms,
wa∂bH
bD2Ha , w
aD2HaΓ , (48)
and their complex conjugate. One more operator
wa∂aHbD
2Hb
is a total derivative, see (95b). Also, a replacement of the ordinary derivative ∂a by ∆a
in the above operators does not generate new contributions due to the anti-chirality of the
field D2Ha.
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No insertions of wa. 12 independent operators are,
(∂aH
a)2 , ∂aHb∂
aHb , (49a)
(∆aH
a)2 , ∆aHb∆
aHb , (49b)
∂aH
a∆bH
b , (49c)
∂aH
aΓ , ∂aH
aΓ¯ , ∆aH
aΓ , ∆aH
aΓ¯ , (49d)
Γ2 , Γ¯2 , ΓΓ¯ . (49e)
The five remaining combinations,
∂aHb∆
aHb , D2HaD¯
2Ha , ∆aHb∆
bHa , abcd∆
aHb∆cHd , abcd∂
aHb∆cHd , (50)
produce degenerate contributions into the action, as it follows from Eqs. (95a), (95c), (95f),
(95g), (95i).
3.3 The invariant action
The action for linearized SUGRA with broken Lorentz invariance is obtained as a linear
combination of the independent operators listed in the previous subsection that is invariant
under the gauge transformations (10), (17), (40). To find this combination, let us analyze
the variations of individual operators. We start with the term quadratic in the aether
perturbations,
δ
(
VaV¯
a
)
=wbMbaV¯
a + wbMbaV
a
'− wbwcLβ(σba) γβ
(
1
4
D¯2Φ aγc + i∂γγ˙Φ
γ˙ a
c
)
+ h.c.
=Lβ
(
− i
2
wawb(σak)
γ
β D¯
2Dγ∂
kHb +
i
4
wawbD¯2Dβ∂aHb − i
8
D¯2Dβ∂kH
k
− iwawbσaββ˙D¯β˙∂bΓ−
i
4
σkββ˙D¯
β˙∂kΓ− 3
16
D¯2DβΓ¯
)
+ h.c. ,
(51)
where in the second line we used the chirality condition (39). One observes that this variation
is independent of V a and is expressed exclusively in terms of the SUGRA fields Hb and Γ.
Besides, it is at most quadratic in the spurion wa. On the other hand, the variations of the
operators (44) contain contributions linear in V a,
δ(waV b∂aHb) 3 −1
2
L¯β˙σ¯
β˙β
b w
aDβ∂aV
b , (52a)
δ(waV b∂bHa) 3 −1
2
L¯β˙σ¯
β˙β
a w
aDβ∂bV
b , (52b)
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δ(waV b∂cHdabcd) 3 −1
2
L¯β˙σ¯
d β˙βwaDβ∂
cV bdacb , (52c)
δ(V aD2Ha) 3 Lβ
[− 4i(σka) βγ Dγ∂kV a + 2iDβ∂aV a] . (52d)
It is straightforward to see that these cannot be canceled among themselves or against
variations of any other operators in the Lagrangian. Thus, we conclude that the operators
(44) do not appear in the invariant action. Next, the variation of the operator (45) reads,
δ(wawbwcwd∂aHb∂cHd) ' Lβwawbwcwdσ¯β˙βa D¯β˙∂b∂cHd + h.c. , (53)
and manifestly contains four insertions of wa. There are no other operators whose variation
would have this property and therefore (45) is also absent from the invariant action.
To proceed, we notice that the remaining operators split into several sectors which do
not mix under the linearized super-diffeomorphisms. These sectors are characterized by the
properties of the operators under the action of the R-symmetry and CP . The R-symmetry
rotates the phases of the spinor derivatives,
Dα 7→ e−iϕDα , D¯α˙ 7→ eiϕD¯α˙ , (54)
with the superfields Ha, Γ, V
a and the ordinary derivatives ∂a kept intact. Correspondingly,
the operators (46), (49) have zero R-charge, whereas the R-charge of the operators (48) is
−2. The R-charge is preserved by the super-diffeos, provided one assigns R = −1 to the
gauge parameter Lβ. This implies that if the operators (48) entered into the invariant action,
their variations would have to cancel with each other. However, it is straightforward to see
that this is impossible. We omit the operators (48) in what follows.
Next we turn to the properties of the operators under parity. Pure parity does not pre-
serve the SUSY algebra and thus cannot be defined on the superspace. To be compatible with
SUSY, parity must be supplemented by the charge conjugation [37]. In the Lorentz frame
where the spatial components of the aether VEV vanish, see (36), the CP transformations
have the form13,
Vi 7→ −V¯i (55a)
H0 7→ −H0 , Hi 7→ Hi , Γ 7→ Γ¯ (55b)
∂0 7→ ∂0 , ∂i 7→ −∂i , (55c)
∆0 7→ −∆0 , ∆i 7→ ∆i , (55d)
13Note that in this frame V0 = 0 due to the constraint (38).
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where i = 1, 2, 3 denote the spatial indices. Notice that (Va + V¯a), ∂a transform as vectors,
whereas (Va− V¯a), Ha, ∆a are pseudo-vectors. Clearly, the SUGRA action (21) is CP -even.
It is convenient to choose the basis of operators having definite CP quantum numbers. Out
of (46), (49) we construct the following combinations:
CP -even:
wawb∂aHb∂cH
c , wawb∂aHc∂bH
c , wawb∂cHa∂
cHb , (56a)
wawb∆aHb∆cH
c , wawb∆cHa∆
cHb , w
awbacde∂
cHd∆bH
e , (56b)
iwawb∂aHb(Γ− Γ¯) , wawb∆aHb(Γ + Γ¯) , (56c)
(∂aH
a)2 , ∂aHb∂
aHb , (∆aH
a)2 , ∆aHb∆
aHb , (56d)
i∂aH
a(Γ− Γ¯) , ∆aHa(Γ + Γ¯) , Γ2 + Γ¯2 , ΓΓ¯ ; (56e)
CP -odd:
wawb∂aHb∆cH
c , wawb∆aHb∂cH
c , (57a)
wawb∂aHb(Γ + Γ¯) , iw
awb∆aHb(Γ− Γ¯) , (57b)
∂aH
a∆bH
b , ∂aH
a(Γ + Γ¯) , i∆aH
a(Γ− Γ¯) , i(Γ2 − Γ¯2) . (57c)
To the first group one has to add the CP -even operator (43). The gauge variations of
operators should cancel separately within each group.
The transformations of the operators (56), (57) are given in Appendix B.2. For the CP -
even sector the condition that the variations cancel leads to a system of 17 linear equations
for 17 unknowns — coefficients in front of the operator (43) and 16 operators (56). This
system is degenerate and has a general solution with two free parameters. One of them is
just the usual gravitational coupling κ2 and one recovers the SUGRA action (21) as part of
the general solution. The second free parameter can be chosen as the coefficient in front of
the operator (43) and the corresponding contribution into the action reads,
SÆ =
C
2κ2
∫
d4xd4θ
[
VaV¯
a + iwawb∂aHb(Γ− Γ¯) + wawb∆aHb(Γ + Γ¯)
+
1
4
(
∆kHm∆
kHm − ∂kHm∂kHm − (∆mHm)2 + (∂mHm)2
)
+
i
4
∂mH
m(Γ− Γ¯) + 1
4
∆mH
m(Γ + Γ¯) +
3
8
(Γ2 + Γ¯2)
]
,
(58)
where C is a dimensionless coupling. Curiously, this part of the action does not depend on
the choice of the parameter n labeling the off-shell realizations of the non-minimal SUGRA.
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Finally, the requirement of vanishing gauge variation in the CP -odd sector leads to a sys-
tem of 13 equations for only 8 unknowns which has only a trivial solution (see Appendix B.2).
We conclude that (58) combined with (21) gives the most general action for supersym-
metric aether coupled to non-minimal linearized SUGRA with linear compensator.
4 Physical implications
4.1 Bosonic Lagrangian
To understand the physical consequences of the action (58), we compute the corresponding
Lagrangian in components. We restrict to the bosonic part.
The components of the SUGRA field Hm have been introduced in (11); we impose the
Wess–Zumino gauge (15). We further use the local Lorentz transformations to make the
tetrad symmetric,
emn = enm =
1
2
hmn , (59)
where hmn are the perturbations of the metric. Due to the relation (20) fixing the Weyl
invariance, the lowest component of Γ is not independent,
Γ
∣∣ = n+ 1
2(3n+ 1)
h , h ≡ hmm . (60)
The independent bosonic components of Γ and of the super-aether multiplet are denoted as
follows,
qm ≡ qRm + iqIm = ∆mΓ
∣∣ , B = −1
4
D2Γ
∣∣ , (61)
va ≡ vR,a + ivI,a = V a| , Ga = −1
4
D2V a
∣∣ . (62)
Using the general formula
L = 1
32
{D¯2, D2}L∣∣ (63)
relating the component Lagrangian L to that in superfields we obtain after a somewhat
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tedious, but straightforward calculation,
LÆ = C
2κ2
{
− ∂mva∂mv¯a +GaG¯a
+ vR,awb
(
− 2abkm∂kdm − 1
2
∂a∂khkb +
1
2
∂b∂khka + ∂bq
I
a − ∂aqIb + abkm∂kqRm
)
+ vI,awb
(
2∂adb − 2∂bda − 1
2
abkm∂k∂lhlm − ∂bqRa + ∂aqRb + abkm∂kqIm
)
− 1
8
DcaD¯ca +
n+ 1
4(3n+ 1)
wawb
(
habh− h∂a∂khkb
)
+
1
2
wawbqIm
(
∂mhab − ∂ahmb
)
+ 2wawbdbq
R
a +
1
2
wawbhnbnakm∂kq
R
m −
3
2
dmdm − 1
8
hkmhkm − 5
32
∂khkm∂lhlm
− 2n+ 1
8(3n+ 1)
h∂k∂lhkl +
n(3n+ 2)
8(3n+ 1)2
hh− 1
8
qIm∂khkm −
1
4(3n+ 1)
qIm∂mh
+
3
8
qImq
I
m −
3
8
qRmq
R
m +
1
2
dkq
R
k
}
,
(64)
where
Dca =− wc
[
qa + 2da − i
2
∂khka + i
n
3n+ 1
∂ah
]
+ ηacw
b
[
qb + 2db − i
2
∂khkb + i
n
3n+ 1
∂bh
]
+ wbbmac
[
iqm − 2idm + 1
2
∂khkm − n
3n+ 1
∂mh
]
− iwb∂bhac + iwb∂ahcb + wbbcmn∂mhna − wbmnac∂mhnb .
(65)
To this must be added the standard supergravity Lagrangian following from (21),
LSG = 1
2κ2
{
1
4
hkmhkm +
n− 1
8n
∂khkm∂lhlm − n+ 1
4(3n+ 1)
hh
+
3n+ 1
2n
qIm∂khkm − qIm∂mh−
3n+ 1
2n
qImq
I
m
− 2(n− 1)dmdm + 2(3n+ 1)dmqRm −
3(3n+ 1)
2
qRmq
R
m +
(3n+ 1)2
2n
B B¯
}
.
(66)
Note that the parameter C multiplies the kinetic term for the aether perturbations in (64)
and hence must be positive to ensure the positivity of the kinetic energy.
The next step is to integrate out the auxiliary fields. Clearly, the fields B, Ga simply
vanish on the equations of motion. On the other hand, the fields dm, qm take non-trivial
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values. The result of integrating them out in the general case is rather cumbersome and
not illuminating. For the sake of clarity, we will perform an explicit calculation under the
assumption C  1. To properly capture the mixing between the aether and gravity in the
first non-trivial order in C, we canonically normalize the aether perturbations so that their
leading kinetic term becomes of order 1,
vR,Ia 7→ vˆR,Ia =
√
C vR,Ia .
Then we keep the contributions to the Lagrangian through order O(C). To this end, it is
sufficient to find the auxiliary fields through order O(
√
C),
dm =
√
C
[
1
2
wm∂avˆ
I,a − 1
2
wa∂avˆ
I
m −
1
4
wbbkam∂
kvˆR,a
]
+O(C) , (67a)
qRm =
√
C
[
n
3n+ 1
wm∂avˆ
I,a − n
3n+ 1
wa∂avˆ
I
m −
n+ 1
2(3n+ 1)
wbbkam∂
kvˆR,a
]
+O(C) , (67b)
qIm =
1
2
∂khkm − n
3n+ 1
∂mh+
√
Cn
3n+ 1
[
wm∂avˆ
R,a − wb∂bvˆRm − wbbkam∂kvˆI,a
]
+O(C) .
(67c)
Substituting this back into (64), (66) we arrive at14,
LSG + LÆ = 1
2κ2
{
1
4
hkmhkm +
1
2
∂khkm∂lh
lm − 1
2
∂kh
km∂mh+
1
4
∂mh∂
mh
− ∂mvˆRa ∂mvˆR,a − ∂mvˆIa∂mvˆI,a +
√
C vˆR,awb
(
∂b∂
khka − ∂a∂khkb
)
− C
4
wawb
(
∂ahmn − ∂mhna
)(
∂bh
mn − ∂mhnb
)− C
2
wawb∂avˆ
I,m∂bvˆ
I
m
+
C
2
(∂avˆ
I,a)2 − Cwbwcbkam∂kvˆR,a∂cvˆI,m +O(C3/2)
}
.
(68)
One notices that the parameter n has dropped from the Lagrangian and, apart from the
usual gravitational coupling, the theory is described by a single dimensionless constant C.
When restricted to the case of real aether, vˆIa = 0, the Lagrangian (68) coincides with the
quadratic part of the Einstein-aether Lagrangian (2) for the choice of couplings15
c1 = C , c2 = c3 = c4 = 0 . (69)
14In deriving this expression one makes a further rescaling of the fields,(
1 +
C n
4(3n+ 1)
)
vˆRa 7→ vˆRa ,
(
1− C n
4(3n+ 1)
)
vˆIa 7→ vˆIa .
15In this comparison one should recall that va stands for the perturbation of the aether field in the tetrad
basis. It is related to the perturbation in the tangent space by δum = vm − 12hmawa.
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Thus we conclude that SUSY reduces the number of free parameters in the Einstein-aether
model from four down to one.
4.2 Spectrum of excitations and observational constraints
Let us discuss the spectrum of modes described by the Lagrangian (68). We will work in the
frame where the VEV wa is purely timelike as given by (36), so that the rotational symmetry
is preserved. As the Lagrangian is quadratic both in space- and time-derivatives, all modes
have linear dispersion relations,
E = s · p , (70)
where E and p are the energy and the absolute value of the mode’s momentum. Due to
invariance with respect to spatial rotations, the modes are also characterized, as in the
familiar Lorentz invariant case, by the projection of the angular momentum on the direction
of motion, i.e. helicity. The maximal helicity present in the spectrum is 2, which corresponds
to the transverse-traceless excitations of the metric — gravitons. It is straightforward to see
from (68) that the corresponding velocity is (cf. [40]),
s2h=2 =
1
1− C ≈ 1 + C , (71)
which differs from 1 whenever Lorentz invariance is broken (C 6= 0). This is in contrast with
the situation for chiral and gauge SUSY multiplets which, under broad assumptions, retain
unit propagation velocity even in the presence of Lorentz symmetry breaking [26].
The deviation of the graviton velocity from one has interesting consequences for the
structure of the gravitational supermultiplet. Indeed, consider the representation of the
SUSY algebra corresponding to the dispersion relation of the form (70). Following the
standard procedure [29] one rotates the direction of the particle momentum to align with
the third axis. With this choice, the anticommutators of the supercharges take the form,
{Qα, Q¯β˙} = 2E
(
1 + s−1 0
0 1− s−1
)
(72)
Note that unitarity requires the anticommutator of two conjugate operators to be non-
negative. Comparing with (72) we conclude that in supersymmetric theories the velocity of
particles is always greater or equal to one, s ≥ 1. If s = 1, as it happens, in particular,
in the standard Lorentz invariant case, the lower right element in the above matrix is zero
implying that one pair of the supercharges vanish identically, Q2 = Q¯2˙ = 0. The other pair
of the supercharges Q1, Q¯1˙ describes fermionic annihilation and creation operators. Thus,
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starting from the state with the lowest helicity h, annihilated by Q1, one can create a single
state with helicity (h+1/2) by applying Q¯1˙. As a consequence, in the Lorentz invariant case
the gravitational multiplet consists of just two states with helicities h = −2 (graviton) and
h = −3/2 (gravitino)16. However, whenever s > 1, the anticommutator of Q2 and Q¯2˙ does
not vanish and they form an independent pair of creation-annihilation operators. It implies
that the multiplet must contain two additional states: one with h = −3/2 and another with
h = −1. In other words, the gravitational multiplet gets enhanced.
In the model of this paper the additional states come from the aether superfield. Indeed,
its fermionic component defined as
ηmα = DαV
m
∣∣ (73)
carries both a spinor and a vector index and decomposes into a pair of h = ±3/2 states and
two pairs of h = ±1/2 states. The above reasoning implies that the first pair is absorbed by
the graviton multiplet. The aether itself, represented by vˆR,Im , contains two pairs of h = ±1
states and a pair of h = 0 states. One of the h = ±1 pairs must join the graviton multiplet.
To check this we compute the velocities of the helicity 1 modes in Appendix C. We find, as
expected, that for two modes the velocities coincide with that of gravitons (71),
s2h=1,(1) = 1 + C . (74)
We identify these modes as belonging to the graviton multiplet. On the other hand, the
remaining pair of h = ±1 states have unit velocities17,
s2h=1,(2) = 1 . (75)
Finally, a straightforward analysis of the Lagrangian (68) shows that the helicity 0 modes also
have unit velocities. Thus, apart from the graviton multiplet, the theory contains 4 bosonic
degrees of freedom propagating with unit velocity that match the two pairs of h = ±1/2
fermionic states contained in ηmα . Though an explicit study of the fermionic sector is beyond
the scope of this paper, one concludes from the above reasoning that the velocities of the
h = ±1/2 states must be equal to one.
From the phenomenological perspective, the excess of the graviton velocity over the
speed of light, which is equal to unity once the Standard Model fields are included in the
framework, provides a firm prediction of the model and can be used to probe the value of
the parameter C. A future observation of the gravitational wave signal in coincidence with
16The states with opposite helicities +2, +3/2 appear upon the CPT conjugation.
17Up to possible corrections of order O(C2) that we neglect in our analysis.
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an electromagnetic counterpart will constrain C to be as low as 10−17 if the source happens
to be at a cosmological distance, cf. [41]. On the other hand, the current direct upper limit
on the gravitational wave velocity [42] is much milder18 and allows the values of C all the
way up to C . 1.
The strongest constraints on the model at present come from the tests of general relativity
within the Solar System and from the observations of solitary pulsars. The Solar System tests
place bounds on the values of the post-Newtonian parameters α1, α2 describing deviations
from Lorentz invariance [44],
|α1| . 10−4 , |α2| . 10−7 . (76)
To apply these bounds to our model, we observe that at low energies SUSY must be broken
which gives mass to the imaginary part of the aether perturbations [27]. The precise value
of the mass depends on the SUSY breaking pattern; nevertheless generically one expects
the corresponding Compton wavelength to be much shorter than astronomical scales. Then
at these scales the imaginary part of the aether is irrelevant and the model reduces to
the (linearized) Einstein-aether theory with the parameters19 (69). The post-Newtonian
parameters for the latter theory were derived in [20]; for the choice (69) they reduce to
α1 = 0 , α2 = − 2C
2− C . (77)
Hence the bound (76) translates into
C . 10−7 (Solar System) . (78)
A more stringent bound
|αˆ2| < 1.6× 10−9 (79)
on the analog of the parameter α2 for strong gravitational field has been obtained in [45] by
analyzing the dynamics of solitary pulsars. Strictly speaking, application of this bound to our
model requires its non-linear generalization which is beyond the scope of the present work.
However, due to the uniqueness of the Einstein-aether theory, this non-linear generalization
must reduce to it below the SUSY breaking scale, with the SUSY origin of the theory still
18Note that the bound on the graviton velocity following from the absence of gravitational Cherenkov
radiation by ultra-high energy cosmic rays [43] is automatically satisfied in our model as it constrains only
subluminal graviton velocities.
19SUSY breaking can, in principle, introduce deviations from the values (69) in the low-energy theory.
However, these deviations are negligible if the SUSY breaking scale lies hierarchically below the scale of
Lorentz symmetry breaking set by M∗ = κ−1
√
C. We assume that this is the case.
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being encoded in the values (69) of the parameters. The relations between the strong- and
weak-field parameters in the Einstein-aether theory have been derived in the second reference
of [21]. In general, they involve the sensitivities characterizing the change in the binding
energies of neutron stars due to their motion with respect to the preferred frame. These
depend on the masses of the stars which complicates the translation of the bound (79) into
constraints on the model parameters. However, for the choice (69) the sensitivities drop out
of the relation between αˆ2 and α2 and one gets simply αˆ2 = α2. This gives the bound,
C < 1.6× 10−9 (solitary pulsars) . (80)
This bound can be viewed as the limit on the energy scale of the Lorentz symmetry violation,
M∗ ≡ κ−1
√
C . 1014 GeV.
5 Conclusions
We have constructed a supersymmetric extension of the Einstein-aether model — gravita-
tional theory where Lorentz invariance is broken down to the subgroup of spatial rotations
by a VEV of a timelike vector field. By restricting to the level of linearized perturbations
around the vacuum we have demonstrated that the action of the supersymmetric theory
contains a single free dimensionless coupling, in addition to the usual SUGRA parameters.
This should be contrasted with the non-supersymmetric Einstein-aether model possessing
four arbitrary dimensionless couplings. To find the most general supersymmetric action we
used the superfield formalism that makes the global SUSY manifest. The linearized local
coordinate and SUSY transformations were implemented as a gauge symmetry acting on the
superfields.
We have derived the bosonic part of the Lagrangian in component fields and analyzed
the spectrum of the theory. We have shown that, due to breaking of Lorentz invariance, the
helicity 2 excitation — graviton — acquires the propagation velocity exceeding the speed of
light. We argued that this leads to the extension of the gravitational multiplet by a second
— in addition to the usual gravitino — helicity 3/2 state and a helicity 1 state. The latter
states enter the theory as parts of the aether superfield. Besides, the theory contains one
more pair of helicity ±1 modes, two helicity 0 modes and two pairs of helicity ±1/2 modes,
all propagating at the speed of light.
At low energies, upon SUSY breaking, the phenomenology of the model reduces to that
of the Einstein-aether theory with three out of the four couplings equal to zero. The presence
of only one free parameter makes the model highly predictive. The Solar System and pulsar
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observations put the most stringent current constraints on this parameter that translate into
an upper bound on the energy scale of Lorentz invariance violation M∗ . 1014 GeV. A future
detection of a gravitational wave signal in conjunction with an electromagnetic counterpart
is expected to improve this bound by several orders of magnitude.
A natural development of our work will be its generalization to the full non-linear su-
pergravity case. This will open the way to study possible manifestations of the model in
cosmology, in particular, the effects of the additional fermionic and bosonic fields present
in the model on the dynamics of the early universe. As another direction, it would be in-
teresting to investigate applications of the model to the holographic description of strongly
coupled non-relativistic systems.
Similarly to the non-supersymmetric Einstein-aether theory, the model presented in this
paper is a valid effective theory below the scale M∗. It is natural to ask what would be the UV
completion of the model above the scale M∗, in particular, whether it can be constructed
along the lines of [12]. At present we do not have an answer to this question and only
note that embedding our model into the Horˇava gravity would require overcoming several
obstructions discussed in [27]. We leave this study for future.
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A Torsion constraints in linearized SUGRA
In this appendix we linearize the constraints on the torsion in superspace and use them to
derive the expressions for the superspace connection in terms of the fields of linear non-
minimal SUGRA. At the linearized level the torsion tensor is related to the connection and
vielbein as follows [35],
T ACB =T
(0) A
CB + Φ
A
CB − (−1)|B||C|Φ ABC +DCI AB − (−1)|B||C|DBI AC
+ T
(0) D
CB I
A
D − I DC T (0) ADB + (−1)|B||C|I DB T (0) ADC ,
(81)
where the tensor I AB describing fluctuations of the vielbein has been defined in (26) and
T
(0) A
CB is the flat-superspace torsion whose only non-vanishing components are T
(0) a
γβ˙
= 2iσa
γβ˙
.
The torsion (81) satisfies the following constraints [35],
T aγβ = T
γ˙β˙a = Tγβα˙ = T
γ˙β˙α = 0 , (82a)
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T a
γβ˙
= 2iσa
γβ˙
, (82b)
T β˙γ α˙ = (n− 1)δβ˙α˙ Tγ , T γ˙ αβ = (n− 1)δαβ T¯ γ˙ , (82c)
T αγβ = (n+ 1)(δ
α
γ Tβ + δ
α
β Tγ) , T
γ˙β˙
α˙ = (n+ 1)(δ
γ˙
α˙ T¯
β˙ + δβ˙α˙ T¯
γ˙) , (82d)
T aγb = 2nδ
a
b Tγ , T
γ˙ a
b = 2nδ
a
b T¯
γ˙ , (82e)
T acb = 0 , (82f)
where the Bianchi identities imply that the superfield Tγ and its conjugate obey
DαTγ +DγTα = 0 , D¯α˙T¯γ˙ + D¯γ˙T¯α˙ = 0 . (83)
Our strategy is to apply the constraints (82) to the relation (81) and, using the components
of I AB found in Sec. 2.2, derive the equations for the remaining vielbein components and
connection.
The first set of constraints (82a) are trivially satisfied by the vielbein (29) and do not
provide any further information. Inserting (29) into (82b) we read off the components
I ba = −δba
1
2
(Γ′ + Γ¯′)−∆aHb . (84)
From (82c) and (82e) we get respectively
(n− 1)δαβ T¯γ˙ = Φ αγ˙β + D¯γ˙I αβ + 2iI αβγ˙ , (85a)
2nδab T¯γ˙ = Φ
a
γ˙b + D¯γ˙I
a
b − ∂bI aγ˙ − iσaδγ˙σ¯β˙βb I δββ˙ , (85b)
where we have introduced I δ
ββ˙
≡ σb
ββ˙
I δb . Let us take the trace of these equations. This
eliminates the connection, which is traceless, and one is left with,
2(n− 1) T¯γ˙ = D¯γ˙I ββ + 2iI ββγ˙ , (86a)
8n T¯γ˙ = D¯γ˙I
b
b − ∂bI bγ˙ + 2iI ββγ˙ . (86b)
This system can be solved for the two unknowns T¯γ˙, I
β
βγ˙ . Using the expressions (29), (84)
we obtain,
I ββγ˙ = iD¯γ˙Γ +
i
8
D¯2DβHβγ˙ , (87a)
T¯γ˙ =
3n+ 1
8n
D¯γ˙Γ¯ +
3n− 1
8n
D¯γ˙Γ +
n− 1
32n
D¯2DαHαγ˙ − n+ 1
16n
D¯γ˙D
αD¯α˙Hαα˙ . (87b)
Note that the expression for T¯γ˙ satisfies the condition (83). Next, the constraint (82d) gives,
(n+ 1)(δαγ Tβ + δ
α
β Tγ) = Φ
α
γβ + Φ
α
βγ +DγI
α
β +DβI
α
γ . (88)
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This can be solved for the connection Φγβα using its symmetry in the last two indices; the
result is given in Eq. (34a) of the main text. Finally, the constraint (82f) does not provide
any additional equations for those components of the vielbein and connection that we are
interested in.
To proceed, we consider the covariant derivative of a general scalar superfield,
DaΨ =
(
1 +
1
2
Γ′ +
1
2
Γ¯′
)
∂aΨ + ∆aH
b∂bΨ− I βa DβΨ− Iaβ˙D¯β˙Ψ , (89)
where we have used the already known vielbein component (84). Requiring that it transforms
as (23c) with the rotation matrix (28) implies the transformation laws
δI βa = −
1
4
∂aD¯
2Lβ , δIaβ˙ = −
1
4
∂aD
2L¯β˙ . (90)
These relations fix the form of I βa up to a single constant y,
I βαα˙ =
(
i
2
+ 8y
)
δβαD¯α˙Γ
′ + 4yδβαD¯α˙Γ¯
′ − i
8
D¯2DαH
β
α˙ + yδ
β
αD¯
2DγHγα˙ . (91)
Taking the trace over α, β and comparing with (87a) one arrives at the expression,
I βαα˙ =
i
2
δβαD¯α˙Γ−
i
8
D¯2DαH
β
α˙ . (92)
Finally, substituting this into (85a) we obtain the expression (34b) for the connection Φγ˙βα.
As a cross-check, the expression for Φγ˙ba following from (85b) coincides with Eq. (35).
B Calculus in superspace
B.1 Relations between superfield operators
The number of independent operators that can appear in the superfield Lagrangian for
linearized SUGRA with broken Lorentz symmetry is reduced by various relations between
them arising as a consequence of spinor algebra. The following properties of the superspace
differential operators are used in the calculation:
commutators:
[D¯α˙, D
2] = 4i∂γα˙D
γ , [D¯2, Dβ] = 4i∂βγ˙D¯
γ˙ , [∆a,∆b] = 2abmn∂
m∆n ; (93)
rules for integration by parts:
Ψ1D
2Ψ2 ' (D2Ψ1)Ψ2 , Ψ1D¯2Ψ2 ' (D¯2Ψ1)Ψ2 , Ψ1∆Ψ2 ' (∆Ψ1)Ψ2 , (94)
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where Ψ1,2 are arbitrary superfields and the sign' stands for equality up to a total derivative.
Using these relations one derives the identities,
∂aH
(b∆cH
d) ' 0 , (95a)
∂aH
(bD2Hd) ' ∆aH(bD2Hd) ' 0 , (95b)
D2H(bD¯2Hd) '− 2 ∆mHb∆mHd − 6 ∂mHb∂mHd , (95c)
∆(aH
b∆c)H
d ' ∂(aHb∂c)Hd + 1
4
ηac(∆mH
b∆mHd − ∂mHb∂mHd) , (95d)
∆aHk∆cH
k ' ∂aHk∂cHk + 1
4
ηac(∆mHk∆
mHk − ∂mHk∂mHk) , (95e)
∆aH
k∆kHb '−∆aHb∆kHk + 2∂aHb∂kHk + 1
2
(∆mHa∆
mHb − ∂mHa∂mHb) , (95f)
∆aH
[c∆bH
d] '− abmn∂mH [c∆nHd] , (95g)
∆[aH
c∆b]H
d '− abmn∂mHc∆nHd , (95h)
amnk∂
mHb∆
nHk '−∆aHb∆kHk + ∂aHb∂kHk + 1
4
(∆mHa∆
mHb − ∂mHa∂mHb) (95i)
amnk∂bH
m∆nHk '− amnk∆bHm∂nHk − 2∆aHb∆kHk + 2∂aHb∂kHk
+
1
2
(∆kHa∆
kHb − ∂kHa∂kHb)
+ ηab
(
(∆kH
k)2 − (∂kHk)2 − 1
4
∆mHk∆
mHk +
1
4
∂mHk∂
mHk
)
. (95j)
Here the round (square) brackets denote symmetrization (antisymmetrization) over the cor-
responding indices.
B.2 Transformations of the superfield operators
In this Appendix we list the gauge variations of various superfield operators that can poten-
tially enter into the quadratic Lagrangian. We expand the variations as linear combinations
of independent contributions. For the CP -even sector the coefficients of this expansion are
listed in Table 1 and for the CP -odd sector in Table 2. Each column in the tables corre-
sponds to a given operator and rows to the terms in the expansion of its variation. The
notations for the rows are,
O1 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βa D¯β˙∂b∂kHk , (96a)
O2 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙∂k∂aHb , (96b)
O3 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙∂a∂bHk , (96c)
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O4 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βa D¯β˙Hb , (96d)
O5 = Lβwawb(σak) βγ D¯2Dγ∂bHk , (96e)
O6 = Lβwawb(σak) βγ D¯2Dγ∂kHb , (96f)
O7 = LβwawbD¯2Dβ∂aHb , (96g)
O8 = Lβwawbaklmσ¯kβ˙βD¯β˙∂b∂lHm , (96h)
O9 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βa D¯β˙∂bΓ , (96i)
O10 = Lβwawbσ¯β˙βa D¯β˙∂bΓ¯ , (96j)
O11 = Lβ(σkl) βγ D¯2Dγ∂kH l , (96k)
O12 = Lβσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙∂k∂lH l , (96l)
O13 = Lβσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙Hk , (96m)
O14 = LβD¯2Dβ∂kHk , (96n)
O15 = Lβσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙∂kΓ , (96o)
O16 = Lβσ¯β˙βk D¯β˙∂kΓ¯ , (96p)
O17 = LβD¯2DβΓ¯ . (96q)
We focus only on the part of the variations proportional to Lβ; the terms with L¯β˙ are obtained
by complex conjugation. For example, from the second column of Table 1 one reads,
δ(wawb∂aHb∂cH
c) ' 1
2
O1 + 1
2
O2 + h.c. ,
where ' stands, as usual, for ‘equal up to a total derivative’.
A linear combination of operators with a vector of coefficients X solves the system of
equations,
M ·X = 0 , (97)
whereM is the matrix of Table 1 (2) for the CP -even (odd) sector respectively. In the case
of CP -even operators a non-trivial solution of this system exists and is parameterized by
two free variables. The corresponding invariant action is presented in the main text. For the
CP -odd case Eq. (97) has only a trivial solution, X = 0.
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δ(
V
a
¯
V
a
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∂
a
H
b
∂
c
H
c
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∂
a
H
c
∂
b
H
c
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∂
c
H
a
∂
c
H
b
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∆
a
H
b
∆
c
H
c
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∆
c
H
a
∆
c
H
b
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b

a
c
d
e
∂
c
H
d
∆
b
H
e
)
δ
(
i
w
a
w
b
∂
a
H
b
(
Γ
−
¯
Γ
)
)
δ
(
w
a
w
b
∆
a
H
b
(
Γ
+
¯
Γ
)
)
δ
(
(
∂
a
H
a
)
2
)
δ
(
∂
a
H
b
∂
a
H
b
)
δ
(
(
∆
a
H
a
)
2
)
δ
(
∆
a
H
b
∆
a
H
b
)
δ
(
i
∂
a
H
a
(
Γ
−
¯
Γ
)
)
δ
(
∆
a
H
a
(
Γ
+
¯
Γ
)
)
δ
(
Γ
2
+
¯
Γ
2
)
δ
(
Γ
¯
Γ
)
O1 12 12
O2 12 12 n+13n+1 − n+13n+1
O3 1
O4 1 1
O5 − i4 − i2
O6 − i2 −3i4 −2i i2 i2
O7 − i4 − i4 −i in2(3n+1) i(n+1)4(3n+1)
O8 i
O9 −i i2 i2
O10 − i2 i2
O11 − i4 − i2 3i2 2i − i2
O12 1 1 n+13n+1 − n+13n+1
O13 1 1
O14 i8 − i4 −i in2(3n+1) i(n+1)4(3n+1)
O15 − i4 i2 i2 −3i2 i
O16 − i2 i2 − i(n+1)3n+1
O17 316 −18 12 −12 − n+14(3n+1)
Table 1: The coefficients in the gauge variations of CP -even operators. Only non-zero entries are shown.
δ( wa
w
b
∂
a
H
b
∆
c
H
c
)
δ(
w
a
w
b
∂
c
H
c
∆
a
H
b
)
δ( wa
w
b
∂
a
H
b
(Γ
+
Γ¯
))
δ( iw
a
w
b
∆
a
H
b
(Γ
−
Γ¯
))
δ(
∂
a
H
a
∆
b
H
b
)
δ( ∂ aH
a
(Γ
+
Γ¯
))
δ( i∆
a
H
a
(Γ
−
Γ¯
))
δ( i(Γ
2
−
Γ¯
2
))
O1 − i2 i2
O2 i2 − i2 − i(n+1)3n+1 − i(n+1)3n+1
O5 −14
O6 14 12
O7 38 −18 − 2n+12(3n+1) − n+14(3n+1)
O9 12 −12
O10 12 12
O11 −14 −12
O12 − i(n+1)3n+1 − i(n+1)3n+1
O14 −18 38 − 2n+12(3n+1) − n+14(3n+1)
O15 −12 12 32
O16 12 12
O17 i8 − i2 i2
Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for the CP -odd operators.
C Helicity 1 modes
Here we analyze in detail the sector of modes with helicities ±1 described by the Lagrangian
(68). We work in the frame where the aether VEV has vanishing spatial components, see
Eq. (36). In this frame the time-components of aether perturbations vanish due to the
constraint (38), vˆR,I0 = 0. The metric perturbations are taken in the form
h00 = 0 , h0i = ni , hij = ∂iξj + ∂jξi , i = 1, 2, 3 ,
with all vectors being transverse,
∂ini = ∂iξi = ∂ivˆ
R
i = ∂ivˆ
I
i = 0 .
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The Lagrangian (68) in this sector reads,
Lh=±1 = 1
2κ2
[
− 1
2
ni∆ni +
1
2
ξi∆ξ¨i − n˙i∆ξi − vˆRi ¨ˆvRi + vˆRi ∆vˆRi
−
(
1− C
2
)
vˆIi
¨ˆvIi + vˆ
I
i ∆vˆ
I
i −
√
CvˆRi n¨i +
√
CvˆRi ∆ξ˙i + Cijk vˆ
R
i ∂j
˙ˆvIk
]
,
(98)
where, with some abuse of notations, we use ∆ to denote the spatial Laplacian, ∆ = ∂i∂i; as
we are not going to use the operator (12) in this Appendix, this should not lead to confusion.
In deriving the expression (98) we kept only the leading-order terms in the gravitational part
of the Lagrangian: the omitted corrections affect the dynamics of helicity 1 modes only at
order O(C3/2) or higher. Note a peculiar mixing term between the real and imaginary parts
of the aether perturbations.
Varying (98) with respect to ξi and setting the gauge ξi = 0 afterwards one finds,
ni = −
√
C vˆRi (99)
up to corrections of order20 O(C3/2). Substituting this into the equations for the aether
perturbations we obtain,
−
(
1− C
2
)
¨ˆvRi + ∆vˆ
R
i +
C
2
ijk∂j ˙ˆv
I
k = 0 , (101a)
−
(
1− C
2
)
¨ˆvIi + ∆vˆ
I
i −
C
2
ijk∂j ˙ˆv
R
k = 0 . (101b)
To solve this system, we take vˆR,Ii as a sum of circularly polarized plane waves with energy
E and momentum p,
vˆR,Ii =
(
e
(+)
i f
R,I
+ + e
(−)
i f
R,I
−
)
e−iEt+ipx ,
where
e
(±)
i = e
(1)
i ± i e(2)i ,
and the unit vectors e(1), e(2) form together with p/p a right-handed triad. Substituting
these expressions into Eqs. (101) and diagonalizing the resulting eigenvalue matrix we find
the dispersion relations for the modes:
20The variation of (98) with respect to ni yields the equation
∆ni +
√
C ¨ˆvRi = 0 . (100)
By combining this with (99) one could naively conclude that the velocity of the excitations described by vˆRi
is equal to 1. This is true only at the zeroth order in C: equations (99), (100) are valid only up to O(C3/2)
corrections and hence do not allow to capture the O(C) terms in the velocity, which we are interested in.
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i) modes with f I± = ±ifR± =⇒ E2 = p2
ii) modes with f I± = ∓ifR± =⇒ E2 = (1 + C) p2
In the latter case the dispersion relation coincides with that of gravitons, see Eq. (71), which
identifies the corresponding modes as members of the gravitational supermultiplet according
to the discussion in Sec. 4. Note that these modes are an essential mixture of real and
imaginary aether components with the admixture of metric perturbations, see Eq. (99).
Finally, let us comment on the consequences of SUSY breaking. As discussed in [27], it
leads to the generation of mass for the imaginary part of the aether vˆIi . Then the dispersion
relation for the remaining component vˆRi is obtained from (101a) by simply dropping off the
last term, which yields E2 = (1 + C/2) p2. We conclude that the SUSY breaking modifies
the velocity of the helicity 1 modes, so that its deviation from unity is twice smaller than
that for gravitons. This coincides with the result in the Einstein-aether model [40] for the
choice of parameters (69).
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